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transform

human movement

DARI Motion Health

A new era in athlete health &
performance improvement
DARI Motion Health is a revolutionary biomechanical analysis technology that harnesses the
power of markerless motion capture and sophisticated cloud-based analytics to transform human
movement. Using DARI, providers can proactively help their patients optimize their performance,
avoid injury, and streamline their rehabilitation.
Optimize Performance
• By helping to correct movement asymmetries that get in the
way of peak performance, DARI can help your patients unlock
their full potential.
• With custom exercise suggestions attached to every report,
DARI makes it easy to craft individualized roadmaps to success.
Assess Risk, Avoid Injury
• In a quick scanning session, DARI Motion Health quickly identifies musculoskeletal asymmetries
and poor movement patterns that are predictive of soft-tissue injuries.
• DARI’s targeted, actionable reporting makes it easy for you to suggest corrective activities that
will help your patients proactively avoid injury.
Streamline Rehabilitation, Track Outcomes with Objective Data
• Use DARI to establish a pre-injury baseline on a patient and then objectively assess
post-injury rehabilitation progress—using their own movement as a reference.
• Enhance a patient’s experience and improve compliance by providing objective progress data
that shows them exactly where they are on the road to recovery.
• DARI’s concussion protocol identifies subtle changes in motion before and after a head injury
—giving you the most powerful tool available to determine a patient's
return-to-play readiness.
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Create a Profitable
New Service Line
DARI Motion Health is a great
way to drive additional revenue
through both private pay and
insurance reimbursement models
and to increase patient retention.
Therapies and services
associated with DARI use are
reimbursable via CPT codes.
Our flexible financing options
allow for positive cash-flow by
the first month of use.

The DARI Difference
› No markers, no force-plates, no
boundaries
› Whole-body kinematics and
kinetics with sub-millimeter
accuracy
› A full biomechanical analysis –
in under seven minutes
› Targeted, actionable reports –
in seconds
› Access results from anywhere

